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Act, Sing, Speak:Voice in the World ofTheatre
to specialisttraining for the acquisition ofaccents, dialects
and languages other than the performer's native tongue, the
work of professional voice practitioners in theatre is diverse
and demanding. An additional (and vital) area of work is
that of vocal rehabilitation, where interdisciplinary teams
of otolarymgologist,speech-languagepathologist and voice
practitioner($ (singing teacher or speaking-voice coach or
both) collaborate in the treatment and remediation of vocal
problems. In all of these roles, the voice expert engaged
in this practical work has an added responsibility which is
unique to the world of theatre. As has been implied by the
tide of this paper, acting is the primordial element-the
research for which needs to happen beforeany performer
speaksor sings; voice professionals who work with theatre
performers ignore this precept at their peril.
TheWork
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"The act of speakinglitera@ turns ylu. inside-ou.t.Yonr aoice
trauelsfrom. the deepest
center0n its wny towarclstbe ou.terworld
and catries witb it the qualitiesofyour inner world." Robert L.
Benedetti (1939 - ), American actor, director and teacher
"Words are beautiful brft restricted. They're aery masculine,
with a compnctframe. But aoiceis oaer the dark, theplacewhere
ther.e'snothing to bang on: it com.es
frznx e pa?t ofyourselftbat
sirnpll,know\ evpresses
itself,and zi." Jeff Buckley (1966 1997), American singer-son gwriter and g-uitarist
Introduction
The defining sound of theatre is vocal. With the exception of mime, human phonation lies at the heart of all
theatre art-forms, where the stories of our many tribes are
recounted in spoken or sung sounds-mosdy organized
into intelligible language. The expertiseof professional
voice practitioners is demandedin a number of specialist
areaswithin the world of theatre. From the initial training
of performers' voices through to coaching fbr auditions or
coaching as part ofthe rehearsalprocessin productions of
live theatre (as r,vellas radio, television and film), and on
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Although the range oftasks undertaken byvoice professionals in theatre is broad, this paper is principally concerned with the practical psychomotor training aspectsof
voice work. In tertiary training institutions (universities,
colleges,conserwatories),
it is the physically-baseddevelopmental training that sets practical performance courses
apart from the mainly academic-learning approach of the
majority of subject areas. Singing teachersand theatre
voice teachers in tertiary institutions will readily recognize
that this uniqueness can sometimes be more curse than
blessing.
So, then, what do voice teachersdo? "Singing is really a
form of sport, within which neuromuscular training, aesthetic education, and exposure to the history and literature
of the genre, and an understanding of current performance
philosophies are just some of the tasksa good teacherundertakeswith a student" (Callaghan and Wilson 2002,ll2).
This summary of a singing teacher's responsibilities holds
equally true for the work of voice coachesand spoken-voice
teachers. And, again: "Performers are athletes,from whom
their director and producer demand high-energy, meticuIously accurate,consistent and emotionally honest performances eight times a week" SVilson 2010,296). Although
written in a music theatre context, this precept holds true
for all theatre performers.
If, then, speaking and/or singing at professional performance level can be considered a form of sport, then the
principles behind our work diff'er little from those that
underlie sports training. Funding levels for sport science
continue to be consistently higher than those for scientific
investigationsinto arts-related activities. The silver lining
of this cloud is that many of the findings of sport science
in the areasof neuromuscular skills acquisition are readily
translatedinto practical information *irich enhrnces the
effectivenessof performance training. In particular) sport
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sclenceconhnues to offer useful training and performance

enhancement
protocolswhichr-elate
clirictly. ,f." ,iffi

and speaking voice needs of theatre performers in
tr"inlrlg]
rehearsal,performance or rehabilitaiion.
It is vital that performers are carefully and thoroughly
prepared to use their voices at professionallevel,
#n.r."
demands on stamina and skill are high. Investigations
into
ll: "o.."1 {atigue of actors post_p.rfJrm"n.e bliNor,rf. .irf .
(1991) indicate the need for pre_performance
voice prepa_
ration and appropriate vocal warm_downs. ffre
nna'infs
of Roy et al. incl.odea clear indication that "...vocal
trainthe,lary,ngealsystem from unwanted changes
Tfl
9-",f:"dr
relared to vocally violent maneuvers"(Roy 2000,22q:
When yoice students or professional tieatre perfbrmers
s11tain"vgc1ldamage,_orare in danger of losing
the full fa_
clhry ot their voices,there is urgent need for a
vocal health
.9 be set up to deal with the presenting problem.
::"3
Voice in theatre is an extreme of vlcal ,rr"gJ
lRod.nburg
1997,vil), and performers have need of sp"ecialist
assis_
yl." things go wrong, in much th. ,rme way as an
lT."
elrreathletewould seekmedicaiassistance
from a spo.t,
medicine practitioner rather than a mainstream
medico.
On
specialists consultin g with injured professional
-voice
performers, Jeannefte LoVetrI says,,. .
.this performer is
the vocal equivalent of an Oll,rnpic athlete
*fr,
," l"
treated accordingly',(2006,21 l). Singers'
"."a,
and actors,
bod_
ies are shaped both by their training ird .h"
ongoing prac_
tic.e of their chosen profession. Thlir torso
musculature
wlll be vastlydifferent from that of people
of comparable
age and gender who do not use their.,oice
p.of.rriorr"lly.
Furthermore, the neuroanaromy of perforriers
differs fiom
that of non-performers as a direct result of
the neuromus_
cllar training (including voice training) that
they receive
(Mithen and Parsons2009).
Where Theatre performers Work
It is all roo easyfor singing teachers and
voice coaches to
overlook the work and life conrexts of the
performers with
y.hg* they work. This oversight can be perilous. It is

tI
tertiarlz-level
sroderits *otrg
]1t
+",
"r"ive.
lob (ar least one) to help them sun

at a part_time

Theatre perform_
ers who can live comfortably on their performance
income
alone are the_exceptionto the rule. professional
actors and
singersusually need to do one or more
other jobs to main_
tain themselves. ft is very important for
the vorce profes_
sional who works with these people to
know exactly what
work tley do, and under whai circumstances.
.Jobscommonly undertaken
by tertiary_level students in
order to pay their way through coilegl can
inflict vocal
oamage.. One simple example suffices. Call
centres love
emplolng actors-they have good voices,
excellent people

skills, and are trained to nanage and defuseemotion_
ally challenging responses. Regular six_hour
shifts on the
phones as a telemarketer or cafi centre worker
."" l*p"i.
vocal health, while continuing call-centre
work or.". u
tgnSthf period leads to srrucrure,/function
vocal damage
(Titze et al. 1997,2 56;
Jones 2002). Becausetelemarkerers
also operate computer keyboards simultaneously
during
calls, thc fascinating correladon between
keyboard op"i"_
(repetitive. strain injury) and vocal
dysforr.d*
T9",.R-SI
(Verdolini and Ramig 2001,41_'+3)
should also be noted.
A useful rule-of-thumb to remember is
that, in modern
western-style economies, about one-third
of the workforce
relies on voice as the primary tool with
which they d" ;;;
job.(Vilkman 2000). The voc"tional
list irr.lrrd", i"".f,r".r,
trade unionists, auctioneers, corrnsellors (psychologists,
psychiatrists, social workers), checkout
rrif, .t"rgyl _ri._
""rrirtrrrt
ers, bar staff, lawyers (especially barristers),
r"1",
and health care worke.rs. eltho"gh
he"lthy and functional
"
voice is required for all of these
frofessions, some jobs
are disproportionately,.pr"r.rrtld
in an otolanngolo_
gist's waiting room. A warning flag should
fr" ir"?i"ffy
hoisted if a performer or studelnt p!.for-..
with whorir you
are working tells you that his or her part_time
job is as a
teacheqan aerobicsinstructo! a dance
teacheqa telemar_
keteq a waiter or a bar amendant(Fritzell
iVVd;Tit , .t
1997;Verdolini and Ramig 2001).
^1.
Even if performers' part_time jobs present
no likelihood
ot damage to their voices, dangers lurk
when they come to
do their real job. pyrotechnics'offer fire
hazards, theatrical
maxeup can causea range of skin irritations
and allergies,
stage lighting and wiring present the continuing
porr;biliry
of electrical accidents, rgglng can fail, and
some costumes
in the more fanciful
th.rrre, opera, and music the_
atre are windfalls for "."ritf
local physiotherapists. (Music theatre
pieces beloved ofhealth pru.iitio.r.., for
their kinLy cos_
tuming include The Lion King and Beaury
and the Beast.)

In addition, "life upon the wicked srage,,presents
a huge
range ofpotential vocal stressors.p.oae"t
theafe voice
teachersand singing teacherswill not only
alert their
pertormers-in-rrainingro rheselikely pitfalls,
bur also reach
rnem to be proactive and alert to occupational
health and
safety issueswhich may in some way impinge
upon their
vocal health.andsffengrh. Sound levels'in
&," rnod..n
rocK musrcal can be set at rock_concert
levelsin order to
pleasetheir audiencemembers.
_pity the
to pitch accurately and maintain"cto.zsinger
"t_
functional vocal
:"ip::g
nealth tn extreme noise levels eight times
a week; there will
be vocal repercussionJ for long_term exposure
:l"llobtt
to- dangerous noise. The patrons enjoy two
or three hours
of it'
performers *oik fo, 24 h'aursa week
within it.
-The
Should
the smrdy performer survive all this, there
are still a
number of vocal hazardsin the theatre (Richter
et al. 2002).
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chief of which is dust. Performers "...frequently complain
of dry and dusty air at rehearsals and performances." (Richter et al. 2000, 80). The findings of Richter et al. validated
performers' protests; they regularly found that, in theatres
without compensatory humidification, the conditions were
usually far too hot and dry for healthyvocal work. (Richter et al. 2000, 80). Extremes of vocal sound (screaming,
yelling, sobbing) may be required of the performer. Some
scripts demand cigarette, cigar or pipe smoking. Theatres
are no longer allowed to use tobacco products on-stage
in many locations now, but herbal stage cigarettes are by
no means vocally safe. Investigators have found that they
produce a level of carbon monoxide at least as high as that
produced by tobacco cigarettes(Groman et al., 1999). Stage
combat, and its concomitant physical and vocal effects,
places a very specific range of demands upon the performer
(Raphael,1991). Added to these hazardsis the frequent use
of smoke and fog effects, some of which may causerespiratory irritation.
Richard Miller's acute observation holds as true for actors
as it does for singers: "It is difficult to determine where the
instrument of the singer leavesoff and where the insffument casebegins. In any event, the singing instrument is
dependent upon the condition of its carrying case" (Miller
1996,218). Thus, the duty of care for all theatre voice
teachers,vocal coachesand singing teachersshould be not
only to rhe instrunzentof the theatre performer, but also to
the functional health of each instrument's carrying case.
Chickens and Eggs
In a chicken-and-eggmanner, theorists have long debated
which came first-speaking or singing? The British composer Ralph Vaughan Williams believed that singing began
as a natural outcome of emotional, impassionedspeech.In
support of his assertion, he musically notated a loud and
passionatepolitical speech, observing that its intonation
pattern resembled the melodic structure of a folk song
fl/aughan Williams 1955). Howeveq the recent research of
anthropologist Steven Mithen proposes that musicality has
far more ancient evolutionary roots than spoken language
(Mithen 2005). In this, Mithen confirms the earlier speculations of philologist OttoJespersen,who proposed that, in
human evolution, the capacity to sing preceded t}re capacity
to speak (fespersen 1922), and Charles Darwin, who hypothesized,"Primeval man, or rather some early progenitor of man, probably first used his voice in producing uue
musical cadences,that is in singing" (Dar.win 1871, 133).
"Singing and speakingare accomplishedby the same instrument; we can move easily from one activity to the other
in the samebreath; and speakingand singing onstagehave
similar technical requirements" (Melton and Tom, 2003,
135). "We have one voice, not two... Speakingand singing
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are two ways we coordinate our one voice to expressourselves. There is more similarity in the two co-ordinations
tlan there are differences" (Thurman and Welch,2000, rx).
Cultures in which singing is as commonplace as speaking often lack a formal division between these two vocal
functions. However, traditional W-estern cultures familiar
to most readers of this paper will tend to break up human
vocal performances into spoken or sung modes. The ways
in which theatre voice skills and singing skills are currently taught often reflect this unspoken perceptual divide.
Becauseit is commonplace for peoples of Western cultures
to use their speaking voices every day in both private and
public contexts, the importance of acquiring spoken-voice
skills can tend to be downgraded bv the less-awarewouldbe theatre performer.
An awarenessofthe interdependenceofboth phonatory
activities can only assist any voice professional. The work
ofJeffries et al. (2003) has given great insight into the ways
in which the brain manages both spoken words and sung
words. Their PET (positron emission tomography) study
(which employed intravenous H2 150 as a radiotracer)
asked trained singers to sing a song which was very familiar
to them, and then speak the lyrics of that same song at a
natural, conversational rate. Scansof the subjects' brains
taken during the performance of these tasks revealed,
amongst other data, that speaking results in relative increasesin activity in the left hemisphere of the brain, whilst
singing the same text produces roughly three major focal
areas of activity in the right side of the brain, with none
of the left-brain activity noted during the speech tasks.
The training of actors and singers can only benefit from
this insight into the central processing functions of the
brain during speech and song. Since the right-hemisphere
and left-hemisphere activities are not mirror-imaged, it is
advisable for vocal coaches to employ singing as a part of
their theatre voice training work, and equally as sensible for
singing teachers to use spoken-voice work as part of their
singing training, in order to gain as wide a range of brain
activity as possible in the learning process.
The findings of this investigation also validate a process
used by those singing teacherswho insist upon students
being able to speak the ly'rics of their songs in natural (nonrhythmic) prosody. This practice ensures that the singers
have functional data for the song stored in a range of different placeswithin both hemispheresof the brain. Teachers generally devise and formalize their preferred process
for this. As a recent examole.Gerald Seminatore's(2010)
paper"Teechingpoetry through song:A modestproposal,"
details the processesfor speaking,analyzing and paraphrasing song lyrics by which he instructs singers to speak the
text tley intend to sing well before they attempt to sing
it in performance. Seminatore'sstated goal is "...to teach
studentsnot only how to sing notes and phrases,but also to
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speakwords and ideas in songs as if they were the student's
own" (Seminatore 2010, 515). It is telling that this material appears in the Journal of Singing. Most acting teachers would regard Seminatore's work as worrhy but haldly
groundbreaking.
Patsy Rodenburg, in her fine book, TheActor Speaks,says,
"Many singers are frightened of speaking. Many speakers
are fiightened of singing. The two voices rarely meet and
overlap with ease. There is often a grinding of vocal gears
as a singer nloves into speaking or a speaker into singing.
Energy ceasesto flow naturally and the voice can make
alarming jumps in terms of placing and pitch" (Rodenburg
1997,137). Linda Gates (1998) suggeststhat the reason
that there appearsto be much more scientific research undertaken into the singing voice, as opposed to the speaking
voice, is becausethe singing voice "...is easierto measure,
as it dealswith exact,not approximatepitches" (Gates 1998,
6). Gates interviewed a number of voice professionals
regarding the development of "...a sharedpedagogythat
recognizes the demands of both the singing and the speaking voice" (Gates 1998,6). One of Gates' interviewees,
SunnyJoy Langton (opera singer and voice teacher at the
School of Music, Northwestern University) said, "There
is seldom training of the speaking voice when training the
singing voice"; and added,"There is need for an integrated
approach to professional voice for actor/singer that is team
taught" (Gates 1998, 8). Gates herself concludes,"flaining institutions should implement joint training of both the
speaking and the singing voice, with full communication
between teachersof speakingand singing" (Gates 1998,9).
Joan Melton, well-known for working acrossboth singing
and theatre voice, offers the following observation about
the current lack of interdisciplinarythit klng in voice training courses for actors and singers. 'Actor uaining programs
frequendy include techniques for every possible use of
the voice except singing, and training curricula for singers
seldom include theatre voice. Acting for Singers is becoming a regularly required course for many opera majors but is
seldom supported by the prerequisitesoftheatre voice and
movement. Likewise, singing is often available as a peripheral and/or optional course in acting training but is seldom
supported by appropriate connecting links to the rest of
the actor'swork" (Melton and Tom 2003, 135). My anecdotal experience is that it is rare to find an undergraduate
opera course or B. Mus. singing-major coursewhich offers
spoken-voice training as an integral part of its curriculum,
and not just as one of a group of electives,This would seem
to be a gap in any well-structured tertiary singing voice
curriculum, in the light of Callaghan's advice, "misuse of the
speakingvoice, or use of a tired speakingvoice, has direct
and indirect effectson the singing voice" (Callaghan 2000,
105).Some of the actor training programs I have either observedor worked within have done a little better intesrat-

lng srnglng vorce ffaining into their fuIl-time
undersradu_
ate drama courses. Unforrunately, Meltonk ofrr"-l?"",
still hold largely true.
I once worked as Head of Voice in a university where the
Departrnent for the Arts was divided into two major areas
- \./isual Arts and Performing Arts. Funding for our depart_
ment was allocated as a single amount. The mandarins
of the university, in their wisdom, asked the departmental
Joint Committee (a bunch of dancers,painters,acrors.
sculptors and singers) to divide this amount into equitable
portions with proper regard for the needsof the department as a whole. Committee rneetings were lensthv and
bloody; politics ruled. I would like tJthink ttt"titr" rheatre
voice teacher, the singing teacher and the acting teacher
could invent new ways of working together which would
enrich and empower the performers whom they train. The
multidisciplinary approach favoured by some professional
voice associations(British Voice Association and Australian
Voice Association are just rwo of which I am aware) forms a
useful model for collaborative enterprise in the voice world.
The Consolations of Neuroanatomy
The work of spoken-voice teachers and singing teachers is,
in essence,practical psychomotor training (Callaghan and
Wilson 2002, Nisbet 2003). It should be an encourasement to all these training professionals that the *ork th"y
do effects profound changes within the performers with
whom they work. It is common knowledge that training
changes both behaviours and bodies. However, recenr
research quantifies the nature and amount of structural
and functional changes to the brains of participants in any
neuromuscular skill acquisition tasks.
Mithen and Parsons' (2008) paper,"The Brain as Cultural
Artefact," arg-uesthat our brains are a direct product of the
society and culture within which we exist, and offers direct
correlational evidenceof this cause-and-effectrelationship. Their researchinvestigatesadult learning and "...
the extent to which the anatomy and function of the brain
can be deliberately manipulated in much the same manner that one can mould a piece of clay..." (Mithen and
Parsons2008,417). The measuredoutcomes ofMithen's
self-experiment of learning to sing as an adult (Mithen,
2008; Mithen and Parsons2008) serveas a real encouragement to voice teachers. Prior to undertaking any formal
singing training, Mithen's brain activity waslonitored via
a functional MRI (fl,{RI) brain scan,whilst he sang a range
of technical exercisesand two songs. A year later, during
which Mithen attended regular one-on-one lessonswith a
singing teacher,he repeatedthe same exercisesand songs
that he had performed previously, again whilst being monitored by fA4RI. Significant increasesin brain activity were
noted in the secondset of fr[RI data,when compared with
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that of the initial brain scan of a year before. Much of the
enhanced activity was in the right hemisphere (c.f. Jeffries
et al. 2003). Mithen and Parsonsobservethat the results
are "...consistent with the hlpothesis that changesin
processing music and singing occur in the right hemisphere
larly in tlie d"rr.lopm"ttt of ikillt, with higher levels of skill
development associatedwith bilateral brain mechanisms"
(Mithen and Parsons 2008, +20).
The research work of Maguire (2000) using London taxidrivers found that the posterior hippocampus (the region
of the brain which facilitatesspatial memory' i.e., navigation tasks) in London taxi-drivers was consistently larger
than that of comparable non-taxi-drivers. Invesdgations by
Draganski et al. @OO4;used a sample of adults who could
not fuggle. These participants were taught to juggle over a
three-month period. Brain structures of the jugglers were
compared before and after their acquisition of a new neuromrrscrrl", skill, and also compared with a group matched for
age and sex who did not learn juggling. The study reports
a-significant expansion in the jugglers' brains, specifically in
thoie brain areaswhich manage visual-motion information'
A strong positive correlation was noted between juggling
performance and the amount of additional grey matter in
iubjects'brains. In a fascinatingaddition to the study,-the
investigators asked the participants to do no juggling for
which time, participants' brains
the nert three montht,
"ft.t in those areasof grey matter
displayed a marked decrease
which had increased during the juggling.
It can be drawn from these experiments that we who rain
adults to acquire new sets of neuromuscular skjlls are, in
reality, helping our students to build new strucfures and
pathways in their brains. That frequent injunction to "keep
practicing" (voice exercises,singing exercises)is clearly
advice designed to help students retain the new brain structures that their training has sculpted.
In 1986, Dr CandacePert, pharmacologistand research
neuroscientist,wrote in a discussionofher researchinto
molecular transmitters,biochemical receptors,and their
role in communications between the nervous, endocrine
and immune systems of the body, "I believe that neuropeptides and their receptors are a key to understanding
how mind and body are interconnected, and how emotions
can be manifestedthrough the body. Indeed, the more we
know about neuropeptidis, the harder it is to think in the
traditional t"t-t o1" tttind and a body. It makes more rnd
more senseto speak of a single integrated enaty, a 'bodymind"' (Pert 1986). Fourteen years later,Thurman and
\A/elch entitled their fine three-volume monograph of vocal
pedagogy and all things voice, Bodymindand Voice:Fou'ndntions ofVoiceEdu,cation,observing that they sought to use
" . . .a iingle term that reflects the unity of psychophysical
processes"(Thurman and Welch 2000, xiv).
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A further extrapolation of Pert's thought is found in neuropsychologist Antonio Damasio's book, Descaftes'Error:
Emotion, Reason,and,the Hu.rnan Brain'. "It is not only the
separation between the mind and brain that is mlthical:
the separation between mind and body is probably just
as fictional. The mind is embodied, in the full senseof
the term, not just embrained" (Damasio 1994,118). It is
with this fully embodied mind that any theatre performer
must work: in fact. Pert's comment (above) contains a fine
definition of every actor's challenge:". . .how emodons can
be manifested through the body." Thus, acting, the sine qrla
non of all theatre performers, can be seen to be somatic-a
body-based task which engagesthe actor from cell level
upward throughout the whole body organism. It is this
overriding principle which should serve as guide and inspiration to all singing teachers, voice coaches and teachers of
theatre voice.
Conclusion
Is it utopian to dream ofa collegial cohort ofinterdisciplinary acting/singing/speaking experts who uain theatre performers? Can a future for theatre training be seen where
experts have been cajoled out oftheir safe old pigeon holes
(labelled "singing teacheq""acting coach," or "spoken-voice
teacher") and all work under the banner of "vocal/emotional theatre specialists"? While wholeheartedly agreeing with
Linda Gates' (1998) call for a shared pedagogybetween
theatre voice and singing, I think that performers would
derive even more benefit from theatre training which
moves seamlesslyamong the crafts of acting, singing and
speaking, whilst maintaining sensitivity towards the spirit of
integrated emotional truth behind it all. After all, acting is
conditiosine qua non. It is the ur-component which provides
t}te voice with that precious vector of intention, from which
flows catharsis, empowering utterances with the Aristotelian theatrical ideal.
Jivo authorities on performance should share the epilogue
to this discussion about the training of performers in speaking and singing for the passionate arts of theatre:
'At the start of their training few young actors realize
how fundamentally important their voices will be for
them throughout their careers...They have yet to
think of their bodies and their voices as instruments
which they must learn to 'play' properly..." (Rodenburg 1997,4).
"Master your instrutnent, nxasterthe m,usic,and then
forget all that shit nndjust play." Charlie 'Bird' Parker
(1920 - 1955),American virtuoso jazz saxophonist
ano composer
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